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Abstrat
An alternative nonrenormalizable low energy eetive model of eletroweak sym-
metry breaking is proposed. In the standard model of eletroweak interations the
Higgs doublet is replaed by a omplex vetor doublet and a real vetor singlet. The
gauge symmetry is broken dynamially by a mixed ondensate of the doublet and sin-
glet vetor elds. Gauge elds get their usual standard model masses by ondensation.
The new vetor matter elds beome massive by their gauge invariant selfouplings
and expeted to have masses of few hundred GeV. Fermions are assigned to the gauge
group in the usual manner. Fermion masses are oming from a gauge invariant fermion-
vetor eld interation by a mixed ondensat, the Kobayashi-Maskawa desription is
unhanged. Perturbative unitarity estimates show that the model is valid up to 2-3
TeV. It is shown that from the new matter elds a large number of spin-one partile
pairs is expeted at future high energy e
+
e
−
linear olliders of 500-1500 GeV. The in-
lusive prodution ross setion of new partile pairs is presented for hadron olliders,
while at the Tevatron the new partile prodution is too low, at the LHC the yield is
large.
1 Introdution
The Standard Model of partile physis suessfully desribes known ollider experiments.
With the 10 year old disovery of the heavy top quark and the more reent identiation of
the tau lepton the only missing ingredient of the Standard Model is the elementary Higgs
eld. In the minimal Standard Model a weak doublet (hyperharge Y=1) salar eld is
postulated with an ad ho salar potential to trigger eletroweak symmetry breaking. Three
Goldstone Bosons are eaten up by the W±, Z and the remaining single CP-even neutral
Higgs salar has evaded the experimental disovery so far. There is only a lower bound from
LEP2 experiment MH > 114.5 GeV and an upper bound from eletroweak preision tests,
whih was raised onsiderably to MH <251 GeV after the rened measurement of the top
1
quark mass [1℄. Beside the missing experimental disovery, theories with elementary salars
are burdened with theoretial problems, like triviality and the most severe gauge hierarhy
problem. Elementary salars are unstable against radiative orretions and without ne
tuning the Standard Model must be ut o at 1-2 TeV. We need experiments at the TeV
sale to reveal the true nature of eletroweak symmetry breaking.
There are basily two ways to solve these problems in partile physis, either impose
new symmetries to protet the salars or elminate elementary salars from the theory. The
traditional protetor is supersymmetry leading to the Minimal Supersymmetri Standard
Model, whih is very attrative onsidering the radiatively triggered symmetry breaking,
ideal dark matter andidates and suessful gauge oupling uniation in supersymmetri
Grand Unied Theories. However supersymmetri theories involve huge parameter spae
and doubling of all known partiles. None of the predited new superpartners have been
found in any of the experiments and supersymmetry starts to lose it's appeal. Reently
little Higgs models [2℄ attrated onsiderable interest solving the little hierarhy problem
allowing to raise the uto of the theory up to 10 TeV without exessive ne tuning. Little
Higgs models realize the old idea that the Higgs is a pseudo Goldstone boson of some
spontaneously broken global symmetry [3℄. Contrary to supersymmetri models divergent
fermion (boson) loops anel fermion (boson) loops. Little Higgs models still require large
ne tuning unless they posess ustodial symmetry at the prie of highly extended gauge
groups.
Senarios without elementary salars in four dimemsions are based on dynamial sym-
metry breaking mehanism. One possibility is a symmetry breaking system interating
strongly with the longitudinal weak vetor bosons whih has been realised by Dobado et al.
in the DHT model [4℄ based on a hiral Lagrangian approah. An alternative desription of
the strongly interating symmetry breaking system has been proposed in the BESS model
[5℄ through nonlinear realisations. Top quark ondensation has also been suggested for de-
sribing the eletroweak symmetry breaking [6℄ leading to several interesting studies [7℄.
Eletroweak symmetry breaking aused by the ondensation of a vetor eld was studied,
too [8℄. Condensation of vetor bosons in dierent senarios was onsidered in the litera-
ture. Condensation of the weak gauge bosons W± were studied by Linde in extreme dense
fermioni matter [10℄, Ambjorn and Olesen investigated the W± ondensation in strong ex-
ternal magneti eld [11℄. Introdution of new global symmetry and the role of a hemial
potential was studied even for the Eletroweak Symmetry [12℄ .
Extra dimensional models were reently proposed to solve the hierarhy problem via
hanging the high energy (small distane) behaviour of gravity [13, 14℄. Conerning sym-
metry breaking mehanisms new studies went bak to the idea of Manton [15℄ and Hosotani
[16℄ in whih the Higgs eld is the extra omponent of a higher dimensional gauge eld [17℄.
Little Higgs models were motivated by these ideas though the simplest models [18℄ are viable
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in four dimensions. The latest idea is breaking the eletroweak symmetry without a Higgs
[19℄. In ve dimensions boundary onditions break the original symmetries and the Kaluza
Klein modes of the gauge bosons play the role of the standard Higgs salar, e.g. suessfully
unitarize the weak gauge boson sattering amplitudes. Higgsless models an be thought as
a gravity dual of walking tehniolor models with the advantage of weakly oupled regimes
allowing perturbative alulations [20℄. In the previous examples we have seen that vetor
bosons an play a role in eletroweak symmetry breaking.
In this hapter we present a reently proposed alternative model of eletroweak sym-
metry breaking [9℄. Consider the usual Lagrangian of the standard model of eletroweak
interations but instead of the salar doublet two new matter elds are introdued. One of
them is a Y = 1, T = 1/2 doublet of omplex vetor elds
Bµ =
(
B
(+)
µ
B
(0)
µ
)
, (1)
the other is a real Y = 0, T = 0 vetor eld
Cµ. (2)
This extends our reent model [8, 21℄ where only the doublet Bµ was present with the
ondensation of B
(0)
µ . Consequently, we are able to desribe a more omplete symmetry
breaking and to generate fermion masses from a gauge invariant interation Lagrangian while
the mass ratio of the new partiles does not beome xed. The key point is the introdution
of a mixed Bµ − Cµ ondensate together with suitable gauge invariant interations of the
new matter elds. This leads to nonvanishing standard model partile masses, as well
as B, C partile masses. It turns out that altogether three ondensate emerge but only
one ombination of theirs is xed by the Fermi oupling onstant. The model should be
onsidered as a low energy eetive one. Based on reent experiene [9, 22℄, probably it
has a few TeV uto sale. Its' new partile ontent is a harged vetor boson pair and
three neutral vetor bosons. As is shown, these an be pair produed in e+e− annihilation
and hadron olliders, and at future linear olliders of 500-1500 GeV and the LHC they an
provide a large number of events.
2 The model
To build the model, in the Lagrangian of the standard model the interations of the salar
doublet are replaed by the gauge invariant Lagrangian
3
LBC = −1
2
(DµBν −DνBµ) (DµBν −DνBµ)−
−1
2
(∂µCν − ∂νCµ) (∂µCν − ∂νCµ)− V (B,C), (3)
where Dµ is the ovariant derivative, gµν = + − −−, and for the potential V (B,C) we
assume
V (B,C) = λ1
(
BνB
ν
)2
+ λ2 (CνC
ν)
2
+ λ3BνB
νCµC
µ, (4)
depending only on B-, C- lengths. Other quarti terms would not hange the argument.
λ1,2,3 are real and from positivity
λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, 4λ1λ2 > λ
2
3. (5)
Mass terms to be generated are not introdued expliitely in (4). Fermion-BC interations
are introdued later on.
To break the gauge symmetry, we assume a nonvanishing mixed ondensate in the va-
uum , 〈
BµCν
〉
= gµν (0, d), (6)
where the left-hand side ould be rotated into (0,d), d 6= 0, respeting also eletri harge
onservation and dening the neutral and harged omponents in (1). By UY (1) d an be
hosen real. A real d respets also ombined TCP and C symmetries. By TCP-invariane
(6) equals
〈
CνBµ
〉
. It follows from (6) that the only nonvanishing mixed ondensate is
〈B1µCν〉 =
√
2gµνd (7)
with
B(0)µ =
1√
2
(B1µ + iB2µ) , (8)
where Bjµ is real. One there exists the mixed ondensate, B and C are assumed to ondense
separately
〈
BµBν
〉
= gµνk1, k1 6= 0, (9)
〈CµCν〉 = gµνk3, k3 6= 0.
One the ondensate in (6) denes the broken generators, (9) respets the orret eletroweak
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symmetry breaking pattern, k1 must originate from B
(0)
µ ondensation,
〈
B(+)†µ B
(+)
ν
〉
= 0,〈
B(0)†µ B
(0)
ν
〉
= gµνk1. (10)
(10) reprodues the pattern of gauge partile masses [8℄. All the ondensates linear in B
(+)
µ
vanish by harge onservation. Finally, we assume in advane, that
〈
B(0)µ B
(0)
ν
〉
=
〈
B(0)†µ B
(0)†
ν
〉
= gµν k2. (11)
The point is that in general B1µ and B2µ belong to dierent masses, so that k2 6= 0. k1,2,3
are real and k1 < 0, k3 < 0, as shown by physial partile masses and simple models. The
ondensates are of nonperturbative origin aused by the strong interation V(B,C). Among
them only k1 is xed by ontemporary phenomenology.
3 Boson and fermion masses
Mass terms are obtained in the linearized form of LBC via ondensates. The W
±
mass is
determined by the total B-ondensate, while the two neutral gauge eld ombinations are
proportional to B
(+)†
µ B
(+)
ν and B
(0)†
µ B
(0)
ν , respetively. Therefore, (10) yields
m
photon
= 0, mW =
g
2
√
−6k1, mZ = g
2 cos θW
√
−6k1. (12)
Low energy phenomenology gives
k1 = −
(
6
√
2GF
)−1
, (−6k1)1/2 = 246 GeV. (13)
B± and B2 get the following masses
m2± = −8λ1k1 − 4λ3k3, (14)
m2B2 = −10λ1k1 + 2λ1k2 − 4λ3k3 = m2± + 2λ1(k2 − k1).
For λ3,−k1,−k3 > 0, m2B2 > m2± > 0 sine k2 > k1. The B1 − C setor is slightly more
ompliated, here one arrives at the following bilinear ombinations in the potential for
B1µ, Cµ
V (B,C)→ −m
2
1
2
B1µB
1µ − m
2
2
2
CνC
ν −m23B1µCµ, (15)
5
with
−m21 = 10λ1k1 + 2λ1k2 + 4λ3k3 = −m2B2 + 4λ1k2,
−m22 = 24λ2k3 + 8λ3k1, (16)
−m23 = 4
√
2λ3d.
Here m21 > 0 being k1 + k2 < 0; m
2
2 > 0 and m
2
3 ≶ 0. A positive potential in (14) requires
m21,m
2
2 > 0, m
2
1m
2
2 > m
4
3. (17)
(15) shows that B1µ and Cµare nonphysial elds, the mass eigenstates are dened by
Bfµ = cB1µ + sCµ,
Cfµ = −sB1µ + cCµ, (18)
where c = cosφ, s = sinφ, φ denotes the mixing angle dened by
1
2
sin 2φ(m21 −m22) = cos 2φm23. (19)
The physial masses are
m2Bf = c
2m21 + s
2m22 + 2csm
2
3,
m2Cf = s
2m11 + c
2m22 − 2csm23, (20)
whene
2m2Bf = m
2
1 +m
2
2 +
m21 −m22
cos 2φ
. (21)
2m2Cf = m
2
1 +m
2
2 −
m21 −m22
cos 2φ
(22)
For (m21 −m22)/ cos 2φ > 0 (< 0) m2Bf > m2Cf > 0 (m2Cf > m2Bf > 0). At vanishing mixing,
m23 = 0, B1µ and Cµ beome independent having the masses m1 and m2; taking k2 = 0 and
omitting Cµ we reover the model of Ref.5. k2 shifts the real omponent eld masses from
the mass of the imaginary part B2µ.
The partile spetrum of the B-C setor onsists of the spin-one B± and the three
neutral spin-one partiles B2, Bf , Cf . Their masses are rather weakly restrited. Beside the
gauge oupling onstants and λ1, λ2, λ3, the model has three basi ondensates 〈ViµViν 〉,
6
Viµ = B2µ, Bfµ, Cfµ. k1, k2, k3, d ondensates are built up from these as follows
gµνd =
1√
2
cs (〈BfµBfν〉 − 〈CfµCfν〉) ,
gµνk1 =
1
2
{
c2 〈BfµBfν〉+ s2 〈CfµCfν〉+ 〈B2µB2ν〉
}
,
gµνk2 =
1
2
{
c2 〈BfµBfν〉+ s2 〈CfµCfν〉 − 〈B2µB2ν〉
}
, (23)
gµνk3 = s
2 〈BfµBfν〉+ c2 〈CfµCfν〉 .
From (23) d an be written as
2
√
2 cot 2φ d = k1 + k2 − k3. (24)
Turning to the dynamial fermion mass generation, we add to the gauge vetor and
matter vetor eld Lagrangians, the usual fermion-gauge vetor Lagrangian, as well as a
new gauge invariant piee responsible for the fermion-matter vetor eld interations and
in usual notation this is (for quarks)
guijψiLujRB
C
ν C
ν + gdijψiLdjRBνc
ν + h.c., (25)
ψiL =
(
ui
di
)
L
, BCν =
(
B
(0)†
ν
−B(+)†ν
)
.
Clearly the mixed ondensate provides fermion masses and also the Kobayashi-Maskawa
desription is unhanged. A typial fermion mass is
mf = −4gfd (26)
and only gfd beomes xed but mf1/mf2 = gf1/gf2 as usual. If d is about k1 ≃ G−1F , then
gf is a fator of G
1/2
F weaker than the approximate standard model value G
1/2
F .
4 Interations of the new vetor bosons
The new physial elds Bfµ, Cfµ, B2µ, B
+
µ have various interations. Four-boson self-interations
an be read o from the V(B,C) potential (4), the oupling are all proportional to some
unknown λi.
The new vetor bosons interat with the standard fermions via the Yukawa interations
(25), but the oupling strength is expeted to be weaker than the Standard Model Higgs-
fermion ouplings.
The most important interations of the new partiles from the point of view of phe-
nomenology are the one with the gauge bosons. The soure of these interation is the
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Bµ ovariant derivative terms in (3). The three partile interation all have a derivative
oupling, before the B-C mass diagonalization they are
L
(3)
int = −ie
(
∂µB
(−)
ν − ∂νB(−)µ B(+)ν
)
Aµ +
+ie cot 2θw
(
∂µB
(−)
ν − ∂νB(−)µ
)
B(+)νZµ −
−i
√
2
2
e
sin θw
(
∂µB
(−)
ν − ∂νB(−)µ
)
B(0)+νW+µ −
−i
√
2
2
e
sin θw
(
∂µB
(0)+
ν − ∂νB(0)+µ
)
B(+)νW−µ −
−i esin 2θw
(
∂µB
(0)+
ν − ∂νB(0)+µ
)
B(0)νZµ +h.c. (27)
In terms of the physial elds the neutral boson interations hange onsiderably, as an
example we give the Z −Bf −B2 oupling,
Lint,2 =
g
2 cos θW
cosφ · Zµ
[
Bfν(∂
µBν2 − ∂νBµ2 )−B2ν(∂µBνf − ∂νBµf )
]
. (28)
There exist several BiBjV V− type four partile ouplings with gauge bosons with V =
γ,W±, Z and Biµ = Bfµ, Cfµ, B2µ, B+µ , the oupling strength is ∼ g2 multiplied with
mixing angles (e.g. cos θW , sinφ). We remind here that there is no mixing between the
gauge and new vetor bosons. As an example we give the V V B+B−ouplings
L
(4)
int,+ =
(
gµαgνβ − gµνgαβ) [e2AνAµB(−)α B(+)β + g22 W (−)µ W (+)µ B(−)α B(+)β + (29)
+e2 cot2 2θWZµZνB
(−)
α B
(+)
β − e2 cot 2θW
(
AµZνB
(−)
α B
(+)
β + ZµAνB
(−)
α B
(+)
β
)]
All the interations have even number of new B,C partiles, the single prodution of
the new partiles are not allowed in this model. The new partiles an only deay to eah
other determined by their mass relation making them diult to disover in partile physis
experiment and the lightest one is stable. At the same time if the lightest new vetor boson
is neutral then it will be an ideal andidate for a selnterating dark matter. Generally all
the ouplings are weaker than the relevant ouplings of one standard Higgs boson and the
most important ones are the three boson ouplings in (27,28). In what follows we investigate
the impliations of the interations.
5 Unitarity onstraints
In this setion we apply tree-level partial wave unitarity to two-body satterings of longitu-
dinal gauge and B,C bosons following the reasoning of [23℄, where perturbative unitarity has
been employed to onstrain the Standard Model Higgs mass. With the only experimental
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input of the muon deay onstant GF the perturbative upper bound of appoximately 1 TeV
emerged for the Standard Model Higgs mass. Perturbative unitarity is a powerful tool, it
an be used to build up the bosoni setor of the Standard Model and it was essential to
build higssless models of eletroweak symmetry breaking in extra dimensional eld theories.
Perturbative unitarity shows that the sale of the model is approximately 2.5 TeV and the
new partile masses are bounded from below, the lower bound inreasing with a growing Λ
[22℄.
In the vetor ondensate model there exist many elasti V V → BiBj and BiV → BiV
type proesses, with V = γ,W±, Z and Bi = Bf , Cf , B2, B+. We onsider these proesses
for longitudinally polarized external partiles, as these are the most dangerous one to ruin
the high energy behaviour, in the high energy limit
ǫµ(k) ∼ kµ
M
, (30)
where M is the mass of the outgoing/inoming vetor partile. We alulate then the J = 0
partial-wave amplitudes, a0, from ontat and one-partile exhange graphs. Unitarity
requires |Re a0| ≤ 12 .
Z,γ
BZ
Z B
+
−
BZ
Z B
+
−
Z
Z −B
B+
B+
Figure 1: Tree level Feynman graphs for B+B− → B+B− .
The sattering proesses provide vastly dierent onstraints on the parameters of the
theory. First hoose a proess with known oupling onstants. In the proess ZZ → B+B−
all the ouplings are proportional to the weak oupling onstant (e cot 2θW ). There are
three graphs shown in Fig 1. ontributing to the elasti sattering, the ontat graph with
the four partile vertex and t- and u-hannel graphs. In the s ≫ m+,mZ limit applying
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(30) the ontributions are the following (m+ = mB+)
Tc = e
2 cot
2 2θW
m2Zm
2
+
(
s2
2
− t
2
4
− u
2
4
)
,
Tt = e
2 cot
2 2θW
m2Zm
2
+
(
1
4
t(s− u)
)
,
Tu = e
2 cot
2 2θW
m2Zm
2
+
(
1
4
u(s− t)
)
.
The sum of the three amplitude growing with the energy vanishes
Tc + Tt + Tu = 0,
reeting that the B+B−Z interations an in priniple originate from a renormalizable
interations and the high energy behaviour of the proess is modest. A detailed alulation
with the general polarizations give for the s-wave amplitude
|a0| = e
2 cot2 2θW
32π
m2Z
m2+
+O(1/s),
giving m+ ≥ 3GeV and similar weak bounds emerge from other elasti BV → BV and
BB → V V satterings.
Z, γ
Z, γ
BB
B B
+ +
− −
BB
B B
+ +
− −
B B+ +
B B− −
Figure 2: Tree level Feynman graphs for B+B− → B+B− .
Strong bounds emerge from the really non-renomalizable setor of the theory, the quarti
B interations. Taking λ3k3 negligible in (14) λ1 is proportional to m
2
+GF . Consider the
tree level proess B+B− → B+B− via the ontat graph and the Z, γ exhange graphs in
the s and t hannels (Fig 2.). In the limit s≫ m2+,m2Z only the ontribution of the ontat
graph is important
Tc = λ1
1
2m4+
(
t2 + u2
)
,
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√
s = 500 GeV and various mB2 .
yielding for the s-wave amplitude
|a0| =
√
2
64π
GF
s2
m2+
.
The unitarity onstraint |Re a0| ≤ 12 along with the assumptions that the masses in the
model must be smaller than the uto provide the sale of the model Λ ≤ 2.5TeV. The
bound is similar also for the B±B± → B2B2 sattering. In ase of vanishing mixing between
B1 and C a rough interpretation of k1 with a uto free propagator shows similar bounds
Λ ≤ 2− 2.6 TeV depending on the interpretation of k1 [24℄. We onlude that perturbative
unitarity estimates suggest that the sale of the model is in the range 2-3 TeV, where a
(more) fundamental desription takes the role of the Vetor Condesate Model.
6 Prodution in e
+
e
−
olliders
Diret prodution of BfB2 pairs an be studied in high energy e
+e− olliders, e+e− →
Z∗ → BfB2. Assume in (26) ge− is very small, then the diret e+e− → BfB2 an be
negleted. From (28) we have for the total ross setion
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Figure 4: cos−2 φ σ (e+e− → BfB2) vs.
√
s at various mBf = mB2 .
σ(e+e− → Z∗ → BfB2) = g
4 cos2 φ
3 · 4096 cos4 θW
1 + (4 sin2 θW − 1)2
m2B2m
2
Bf
s2(s−M2Z)2
(
s− (mB2 +mBf )2
)3/2 ·
· (s− (mBf −mB2)2)3/2 (2s(m2B2 +m2Bf ) +m4Bf +m4B2 + 10m2B2m2Bf) . (31)
At asymptoti energies σ is proportional to 1/m2B2 + 1/m
2
Bf
. The mass and energy
dependenes of σ are shown in Figs. 3,4. For example at
√
s= 500 GeV and with an
integrated luminosity of 10 fb
−1
5700, 1900, 530 BfB2 pairs are expeted for mBf = mB2=
100, 150, 200 GeV and cos2 φ = 1/2. At
√
s = 1.5 TeV a higher mass range an be tested, for
cos2 φ = 1/2, a luminosity of 100 fb−1 we get the large event numbers 62200, 14500, 5900,
1900, 530 for mBf = mB2= 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 GeV. One an show that the B
+B−
prodution is a fator of cos2 2θW smaller than (31) at equal masses and cos
2 φ = 1.
Though we expet a large number of events at the next generation of eletron positron
olliders the identiation of the new partiles will be a diult task. The lightest of B,C is
stable and if it is a neutral partile it is ideal dark matter andidate then the same problem
expeted onerning the detetion as in the ase of other dark matter partiles. The lightest
neutral partile only turns up in the missing energy hannels. When a heavier new partile
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is produed it an deay subsequently into a lighter new partile emitting a single gauge
boson or a pair of leptons, the appearane of the standard deay produts at a misplaed
vertex together with missing energy will trigger the hopeful disovery of the vetor bosons.
The harged B+-s an be identied fairly easier via harged traks and missing energy in
the alorimeters.
7 New partiles at hadron olliders
In this setion we study the prodution of Bpartiles at the most energeti hadron olliders,
ideal for disoveries, Tevatron and LHC. We show that produing heavy B(C)-partiles
at LHC is very favourable having a large ross setion while at the Tevatron energy the
prodution ross setion annot exeed (0.01-0.02) fb whih is far below the disovery limit.
Sine fermions are oupled very weakly to B(C)-pairs in the vetor ondensate model,
produing B,C-pairs is expeted to be more onsiderable from virtual γ and Z exhanges,
that is we onsider the Drell-Yan mehanism [26℄, p(p) → BB + X via quark-antiquark
annihilation.
The Drell-Yan ross setion for the above hadroni ollisions an be written as [26, 27℄
σ(p(p) → BB +X) =
∫ 1
τ0
dτ
∫ 1
τ
dx
2x
∑
i
σ(qiqi → BB) ·(
f1i (x, sˆ)f
2
i¯ (τ/x, sˆ) + f
1
i¯ (x, sˆ)f
2
i (τ/x, sˆ)
)
, (32)
where x and τ/x are the parton momentum frations, sˆ = τs is the square of the entre
of mass energy of qiq¯i, s is the same for the hadroni initial state, f
1
i (x, sˆ) means the
number distribution of i quarks in hadron 1 at the sale sˆ and the sum runs over the quark
avours u,d,s,. In the omputation the MRS (G) t program [28℄ was used for the parton
distributions.
The angle integrated, olour averaged annihilation ross setion σ(qiqi → B+B−) is
alulated to lowest order in the gauge ouplings, and QCD orretions are negleted. We
hope this approximation shows the order of magnitude of the ross setion. We give the
result of the harged nal state as there is no unknown mixing angle in the result and the
identiation of B± seems less diult than for neutral pairs. The B+B− pairs appear via
γ+Z exhange, the relevant interations are in (27). At the qjqjZ-vertex the usual oupling
igγµ(gV j + gAjγ5) ats, here
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Figure 5: The dierential τ -distribution of B+B− pairs at LHC, m+ = 400 GeV.
gV j =
1
2 − 43 sin2 θW ,
gAj =
1
2
}
j = u, c
(33)
gV j = − 12 + 23 sin2 θW ,
gAj = − 12
}
j = d, s .
From (27) we get for B+B− nal states [29℄
σ
(
qiqi → B+B−
)
=
[
(g2V i + g
2
Ai)cos
22θW + 2QqigV isin
22θW cos2θW + 4Q
2
qisin
42θW
]
1
3
1
256π
(
g
cosθW
)4(
1− 4m
2
+
sˆ
)3/2
sˆ+ 8m2+
4m4+
(34)
This is dereasing at high, inreasing m+ and for sˆ ≫ 4m2+ it is proportional to sˆ/m4+
reeting that the Lagrangian (28) is oming from the nonrenormalizable, eetive model.
The individual terms are due to Z exhange, γ − Z interferene and γ exhange. The
prodution of neutral partile pairs BfB2 (CfB2) is only realized via the Z exhange hannel
inludes an undetermined mixing angle fator, cos2 φ (sin2 φ) and is slighty more involved
beause of two mass parameters.
We have alulated various distributions of B+B− pairs for pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.8
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Figure 6:
∂2σ
∂pT ∂y
|y=0 at LHC, m+ = 400 GeV. pT denotes the transverse momentum of B+
and y is the rapidity of B+B−.
TeV and for pp ollisions at
√
s = 14 TeV, assuming m+ = 400, 500, 600 GeV. Typially, at
the Tevatron no notable result an be presented, however, inreasing the energy to LHC,
we get sizable ross setions. Also the yield of B+B− is larger than that of neutral pairs
BfB2, CfB2. As an example we show in Fig.5. the τ -distribution of B
+B− pairs at LHC,
m+ = 400 GeV.
dσ
dτ is sharply peaked after threshold (4m
2
+/s) and dereases for higher
invariant masses of B+B−. Calulating the total ross setion the dotted part of dσ/dτ was
not integrated orresponding to a uto
√
sˆ = 2 TeV at the parton level (τ ≤ 0.02). Fig.
6. shows
∂2σ
∂pT ∂y
|y=0 as the funtion of the transverse momentum pT of B+ at vanishing
rapidity y of B+B− for LHC, m+ = 400 GeV. The start of the dotted urve orrespond to√
sˆ = 2 TeV.
For the total ross setion (32) we obtain
σ
Tev
= 0.020 fb for B+B−,m+ = 400GeV,
σLHC = 33.0; 8.5; 2.4 fb for B
+B−,m+ = 0.4; 0.5; 0.6TeV. (35)
From Fig. 5. we an immediately read o the uto dependene. For instane, for
m+ = 400 GeV, σLHC(B
+B−) = 20.5(36.8) fb at a uto 1.5(2.5) TeV. At an expeted
integrated luminosity of 105pb−1 one gets about 3300 B+B− pairs of m+ = 0.4 TeV at
LHC per annum at a uto 2 TeV. The detetion of the new partiles similar to the ase of
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eletron-positron olliders, though it is even more diult, harged traks an be searhed
for, but the high luminosity provides large number of events.
In this setion, we have shown that heavy Bpartile pairs have a large inlusive ross
setion due to qq annihilation at the LHC in the few hundred GeV mass range making the
detetion of B+ or neutral partners at LHC possible.
8 Conlusion
In this hapter a low energy dynamial symmetry breaking model of eletroweak intera-
tions based on matter vetor eld ondensation is introdued. Mass generation is arranged
starting from gauge invariant Lagrangians, fermion masses are also oming from the vetor
ondensates. New partiles are all spin-one states, one harged pair and three neutral parti-
les having various interations. The masses of the new partiles are assumed to generated
also by ondensation resulting a nontrivial mixing among the neutral omponents. The pro-
dution of the new partiles in eletron-positron ollider was studied and a large number of
event is expeted at future olliders with the enter of mass energy 500-1000 GeV. Tevatron
annot produe enough new partiles for observation, but the yield at the LHC expeted to
be well above the disovery limit for new partiles with masses of a few hundred GeV. At
present there is only a ∼45 GeV diret lower bound from the invisible Z width [24℄. Further
onstraints an arise from the eletroweak preision tests of the Standard Model. In the
model [8℄ proposed earlier the preison S,T,U parameters [30℄ were alulated [8℄, and found
to be in agreement with the latest experimental data. The parameter spae of the model
presented in this hapter is larger than that of the one in [8℄, therefore, we expet that the
positive result of the S,T parameter analysis an be maintained. It would be interesting
and exiting to investigate in details the one loop radiative orretions in our model and to
onfront with available experiments.
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